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OFFICER/EMPLOYEE LIST
Employee List

The following FDA employees participated in the review and approval decision for this application, NDA 211155 (duvelisib) and they have consented to have their names appear on the list of employees.

- Ann T. Farrell
- Angelo de Claro
- Nicholas Richardson
- Rachel McMullen
- Amy Baird
- Christopher Sheth
- Shwu-Luan Lee
- Xianhua (Walt) Cao
- Olanrewaju Okusanya
- Nan Zheng
- Mengdie Yuan
- Anamitro Banerjee
- Sherita McLamore Hines
- Yang Zhao
- Rabiya Haider
- Rakhi Shah
- Zhaoyang Meng
- Xing Wang
- Rajan Pragani
- Neil Vora
- Hina Mehta
- Elizabeth Everhart
- Joyce Weaver
- Anthony Orencia
- Diane Leaman
- Qin Ryan
- Virginia Kwitkowski
- Nisha Patel
- Sharon Mills
- Barbara Fuller
- Banu Zolnik
- Xinyan Zhang
- Angelica Dorantes
- Jingjing Ye